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Clark, a Manhattan ER doctor is brazenly murdered in front of his young
Piece of My Heart Mary Higgins Clark 2020-11-17 In the latest thrilling

son in a city playground. Five years later, his killer is still at large. When

collaboration from #1 New York Times bestselling author and “Queen of

Laurie Moran’s husband was brutally murdered, only three-year-old Timmy

Suspense” Mary Higgins Clark and Alafair Burke, television producer

saw the face of his father’s killer. Five years later his piercing blue eyes

Laurie Moran must solve the kidnapping of her fiancée’s nephew—just

still haunt Timmy’s dreams. Laurie is haunted by more—the killer’s threat

days before her wedding. Television producer Laurie Moran and her

to her son as he fled the scene: “Tell your mother she’s next, then it’s

fiancée, Alex Buckley, the former host of her investigative television show,

your turn…” Now Laurie is dealing with murder again, this time as the

are just days away from their mid-summer wedding, when things take a

producer of a true-crime, cold-case television show. The series will launch

dark turn. Alex’s seven-year-old nephew, Johnny, vanishes from the

with the twenty-year-old unsolved murder of Betsy Powell. Betsy, a

beach, triggering a search party. Witnesses recall Johnny playing in the

socialite, was found suffocated in her bed after a gala celebrating the

water and collecting shells behind the beach shack, but no one

graduation of her daughter and three friends. The sensational murder was

remembers seeing him in the afternoon. As the sun sets, Johnny’s skim

news nationwide. Reopening the case in its lavish setting and with the

board washes up to shore, and everyone realizes that he could be

cooperation of the surviving guests that night, Laurie is sure to have a hit

anywhere, even under the water. A ticking clock, a sinister stalker, and a

on her hands. But when the estranged friends begin filming, it becomes

fresh romance combine in this exhilarating follow up to the bestselling You

clear each is hiding secrets…small and large. And a pair of blue eyes is

Don’t Own Me—another riveting page-turner from the “Queen of

watching events unfold, too…

Suspense” Mary Higgins Clark and her dazzling partner-in-crime Alafair

Friday Barnes 2: Under Suspicion R.A. Spratt 2015-01-01 Who knew

Burke.

boarding school could be this perilous! When Friday Barnes cracked the

Those Irish Eyes 1889

case of Highcrest Academy’s mysterious swamp-yeti, the last thing she

I've Got You Under My Skin Mary Higgins Clark 2014-04-01 In this gripping

expected was to be placed under arrest. Now with the law on her back

#1 New York Times bestseller from Queen of Suspense Mary Higgins

and Ian Wainscott in her face, Friday is not so sure boarding school was
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the smartest choice. From a missing or not-so-missing calculator to the

between his past and his present—with Susie. When one of her boss’s

appearance of strange holes in the school field, she is up to her pork-pie

students is murdered, Nick’s investigation draws Susie into a web of

hat in crimes – and she swears not all of them are hers. There’s also new

madness and betrayal. They will have to learn to trust each other if they’re

boy Christopher, who has taken quite a shine to Friday, to contend with.

going to catch a killer...and come out of this alive. This book is

Can Friday navigate the dangerous grounds of Highcrest Academy and

approximately 84,000 words One-click with confidence. This title is part of

decipher a decades-old mystery without getting caught in an unexpected

the Carina Press Romance Promise: all the romance you’re looking for

love triangle?

with an HEA/HFN. It’s a promise! * The Romance Reviews Originally

Sea of Suspicion Toni Anderson 2018-10-01 NEW YORK TIMES

published in 2010

BESTSELLING AUTHOR From New York Times and USA Today

From Prim to Improper Cathy Williams 2012-05-01 Elizabeth Jones thought

bestselling author Toni Anderson, a “riveting story of suspense and the

she was meeting her father for the first time. But ruthless tycoon Andreas

depths and heights of human character”* set on the rugged east coast of

Nicolaides has other plans for this frumpy arrival on his doorstep! Isn't

Scotland. A Nook Top 100 bestseller and a Best Book of 2010 Nominee

Elizabeth just another gold-digger trying to get her hands on his

by The Romance Reviews Marine biologist Susie Cooper traded her life in

godfather's inheritance? Andreas will employ the unworldly beauty to work

America for a dream job on the rugged Scottish coast. Now all she lacks is

for him—where he can keep an eye on her! Only, Elizabeth's delectable

the right man to start a family with. After their first meeting, she knows

curves keep getting in the way, and soon Andreas finds he can't wait to

sexy Detective Inspector Nick Archer isn’t what she’s looking for. He’s the

discover whether she's still as prim and proper after hours….

type of guy whose idea of commitment is staying the whole night. Nick has

Under Suspicion (Mills & Boon Love Inspired Suspense) Hannah Alexander

returned to St. Andrews for one reason only—to fulfill his vow to find his

2014-02-28 A KILLER LURKS IN THE SHADOWS... UNTIL IT'S TIME TO

wife’s killer. Relentless in his twelve-year quest for justice, he has no

STRIKE AGAIN. When a prominent senator is murdered in his own home,

problem using Susie to get close to his primary suspect: her boss. But the

his daughter Shona Tremaine becomes the prime suspect in his death.

passion between them smolders, and as it ignites, Nick finds himself torn

Only her estranged husband, Geoff, and younger sister, Karah Lee,
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believe in her innocence–until an attempt on Shona's own life clears her

Bestselling Author He'll uncover the truth No matter the cost… Since losing

name.

his family, Detective Harry Cartwright lives for the job. So when he's

The Book Thief Markus Zusak 2007-12-18 #1 NEW YORK TIMES

assigned to investigate the murder of Axel Colton, the hard-boiled cop

BESTSELLER • ONE OF TIME MAGAZINE’S 100 BEST YA BOOKS OF

goes all in… But one distraction stands in his way. Sara Sandoval is the

ALL TIME The extraordinary, beloved novel about the ability of books to

victim's secret illegitimate daughter—and Harry’s prime suspect. Can Harry

feed the soul even in the darkest of times. When Death has a story to tell,

resist his unprofessional feelings for Sara…and protect her from a vengeful

you listen. It is 1939. Nazi Germany. The country is holding its breath.

killer? From Harlequin Romantic Suspense: Danger. Passion. Drama. Feel

Death has never been busier, and will become busier still. Liesel

the excitement in these uplifting romances, part of the Colton 911: Chicago

Meminger is a foster girl living outside of Munich, who scratches out a

series: Book 1: Colton 911: The Secret Network by Marie Ferrarella Book

meager existence for herself by stealing when she encounters something

2: Colton 911: Unlikely Alibi by Lisa Childs Book 3: Colton 911:

she can’t resist–books. With the help of her accordion-playing foster

Undercover Heat by Anna J. Stewart Book 4: Colton 911: Soldier's Return

father, she learns to read and shares her stolen books with her neighbors

by Karen Whiddon Book 5: Colton 911: Hidden Target by Colleen

during bombing raids as well as with the Jewish man hidden in her

Thompson Book 6: Colton 911: Guardian in the Storm by Carla Cassidy

basement. In superbly crafted writing that burns with intensity, award-

Book 7: Colton 911: Secret Defender by Marie Ferrarella Book 8: Colton

winning author Markus Zusak, author of I Am the Messenger, has given us

911: Temptation Undercover by Jennifer Morey Book 9: Colton 911:

one of the most enduring stories of our time. “The kind of book that can

Forged in Fire by Linda Warren Book 10: Colton 911: Desperate Ransom

be life-changing.” —The New York Times “Deserves a place on the same

by Cindy Dees Book 11: Colton 911: Secret Alibi by Beth Cornelison Book

shelf with The Diary of a Young Girl by Anne Frank.” —USA Today DON’T

12: Colton 911: Under Suspicion by Bonnie Vanak

MISS BRIDGE OF CLAY, MARKUS ZUSAK’S FIRST NOVEL SINCE THE

Fahrenheit 451 Ray Bradbury 1951 A totalitarian regime has ordered all

BOOK THIEF.

books to be destroyed, but one of the book burners suddenly realizes their

Colton 911: Under Suspicion Bonnie Vanak 2021-12-28 New York Times

merit.
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Love Under Suspicion Sondra Quinn 2006 She thinks he's married; he

boy Christopher, who has taken quite a shine to Friday, to contend with.

thinks she's a crook. Sloane Jameson, an undercover narcotics agent

Can Friday navigate the dangerous grounds of Highcrest Academy and

searching for evidence that will link freight pilot Abby Tarleton to her ex-

decipher a decades-old mystery without getting caught in an unexpected

husband's drug ring, doesn't bargain for his own feelings for Abby. How

love triangle?

can he possibly complete his investigation when he has fallen in love with

Under Suspicion MALLORY KANE 2015-05-01 Two federal agents must

the chief suspect?

crack the secrets hidden deep in the bayou... Undercover agent Zach

Love and Suspicion Marti Talbott 2017-05-08 At eighteen, Tiffany Clark

Winter vows to expose the truth behind his best friend's death and protect

soon discovered that driving across the United States was more expensive

the pregnant widow left behind. But his de facto partner, Maddy Tierney,

than she expected. Worse still, she only made it to a small town in Iowa

isn't the average federal-agent-turned-bodyguard — she's too beautiful, too

before her car broke down. Nearly out of money, she hoped to find a

capable and too damn tempting. It isn't until he rescues her from a

temporary job, get her car fixed, and then move on. That was before she

kidnapping attempt that their relationship goes from uneasy to explosive.

met a handsome mechanic and found herself caught up in the town's

With the criminals closing in and time running out, Zach knows he'd put

shocking and scandalous unsolved mystery.

his own life on the line in order to protect a vulnerable widow. And to

Friday Barnes 2: Under Suspicion R. A. Spratt 2015 Who knew boarding

ensure the safety of the woman he can't imagine saying goodbye to.

school could be this perilous! When Friday Barnes cracked the case of

All Dressed in White Mary Higgins Clark 2016-09-20 "The second novel in

Highcrest Academy's mysterious swamp-yeti, the last thing she expected

the New York Times bestselling Under Suspicion series, following The

was to be placed under arrest. Now with the law on her back and Ian

Cinderella Murder, features intrepid television producer Laurie Moran as

Wainscott in her face, Friday is not so sure boarding school was the

she investigates the case of a missing bride.

smartest choice. From a missing or not-so-missing calculator to the

You Don't Own Me Mary Higgins Clark 2018-11-06 The “Queen of

appearance of strange holes in the school field, she is up to her pork-pie

Suspense” Mary Higgins Clark and Alafair Burke are here with their fifth

hat in crimes - and she swears not all of them are hers. There's also new

enthralling mystery in the New York Times bestselling Under Suspicion
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series as television producer Laurie Moran must solve the murder of a

dazzling partner-in-crime Alafair Burke have devised another riveting page-

celebrity doctor—before a mysterious stalker plots his next move.

turner.

Television producer Laurie Moran recently became engaged to her

Crime and Punishment Fyodor Dostoevsky 2019-02-08 “Crime and

investigative television show’s former host, Alex Buckley, and since then,

Punishment” is an 1866 novel by Russian author Fyodor Dostoevsky. The

the two have been happily planning a summer wedding, preparing for

narrative concerns the inner anguish of Rodion Raskolnikov, a poor ex-

Alex’s confirmation to a federal judicial appointment, and searching for the

student in Saint Petersburg who conceives a murderous plan to steal from

perfect New York City home for their new life together. But then Laurie is

a notorious pawnbroker. However, after the deed is done he deteriorates

approached by Robert and Cynthia Bell, parents of Dr. Martin Bell, a

into a feverish state and begins to fret obsessively. In his delirium, Rodion

physician who was shot dead as he pulled into the driveway of his

wanders the streets of the city unknowingly drawing attention to himself

Greenwich Village carriage house five years ago. The Bells are sure that

and his connection to the crime. A masterpiece that places you into the

Martin’s disgraced and erratic wife, Kendra, carried out the murder.

confused mind of a misguided murderer, Dostoevsky's “Crime and

Determined to prove Kendra’s guilt and win custody over their

Punishment” is a classic of Russian literature not to be missed by any

grandchildren, they plead with Laurie to feature their son’s case on Under

lover of fiction. Fyodor Mikhailovich Dostoevsky (1821 – 1881) was a

Suspicion, ensuring her that Kendra is willing to cooperate. As Laurie

Russian novelist, essayist, short story writer, journalist, and philosopher.

dives into the case, she learns that Martin wasn’t the picture-perfect

His literature examines human psychology during the turbulent social,

husband, father, and doctor he appeared to be and was carrying secrets

spiritual and political atmosphere of 19th-century Russia, and he is

of his own. And what does the web of lies ensnaring the Bell family have

considered one of the greatest psychologists in world literature. A prolific

to do with a dangerous stranger, who gazes at Laurie from afar and thinks,

writer, Dostoevsky produced 11 novels, three novellas, 17 short stories

She is actually quite a lovely girl, I’m sure she’s going to be missed…? You

and numerous other works. Many vintage books such as this are

Don’t Own Me is the perfect, exhilarating follow up to the bestselling Every

increasingly scarce and expensive. We are republishing this volume now

Breath You Take. The “Queen of Suspense” Mary Higgins Clark and her

in an affordable, modern, high-quality edition complete with a specially-
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commissioned new biography of the author.

entirely accessible and enjoyable." --Publishers Weekly (starred review)

Under Suspicion Claire McNab 2000 When a law enforcement officer dies

MARRIAGE UNDER SUSPICION Sara Craven 2016-01-14 Kate is content

under highly suspicious circumstances, it sounds like the perfect case for

with her life. Sure, there are problems at times, but she'’s happy to have a

Australian Detective Inspector Carol Ashton. Too bad she's the suspect.

fun job and a loving husband. But that all ends the day she receives an

"McNab is the lesbian nation's answer to the bestselling hetero mystery

unmarked letter claiming that her husband is seeing another woman While

writer."

outraged by the outlandish claim, anxiety wells up within Kate and she

Under Suspicion Hannah Jayne 2011-10-24 She's the new head of the

begins to doubt her happiness. Kate’s husband, Ryan, is a successful

Underworld Detection Agency's strangest division. What a nightmare. . .

author. She thought it was only their clashing schedules intruding on their

Being a human immune to magic helped Sophie Lawson get promoted. It's

time together, but when Kate begins to investigate Ryan, the foundation of

also made her a major, very reluctant player in a game that stretches

their marriage begins to crumble. Can it be saved?

beyond even the Underworld. Having handsome buttoned-down

Above Suspicion Lynda La Plante 2008-10-30 The first instalment in the

Englishman Will as her new guardian is one tempting blessing, especially

bestselling Anna Travis series from the BAFTA-winning writer Lynda La

since sexy fallen angel Alex is mysteriously MIA lately. But as a frightening

Plante, author of Widows, now a major motion picture Young Anna Travis

number of demons start disappearing around the city, Sophie suspects

has been assigned to her first murder case - a series of killings that has

that an Armageddon-level prophecy is about to become everyone's

shocked even the most hardened of detectives. They started eight years

nightmare. And her investigation is testing her bravery--and Will's

ago - now the body count is up to six. The method of killing is identical,

unexpected vulnerability--in ways neither could predict. Now Sophie and

the backgrounds of the girls identical - all drug-users and prostitutes. Then

Will are fast running out of time as an unstoppable evil prepares to lay

a seventh body is found. The modus operandi is the same - but the victim

waste to demons and humans alike. . . Praise for Hannah Jayne's Under

is a young student with the 'face of an angel'. The profile of the murderer

Attack "This urban fantasy tale smartly balances riveting action with

has changed dramatically. Determined to earn the respect of her male

wonderful light touches. . .New readers and returning fans will find it

colleagues, Anna stumbles on a vital piece of information which links one
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man to the killings, a much-loved actor on the brink of international

the loan, the authorities turn up at his door. Thomas Galvin is a wanted

stardom. His arrest would create a media frenzy. But if he were

criminal – and they need Danny's help to bring him down. Now Danny is in

foundinnocent, his wouldn't be the only career over - Anna's hard fought

an impossible dilemma. He can either go to prison for accepting dirty

for reputation would be destroyed once and for all … 'Lynda La Plante

money, or he can go undercover in a dangerous sting operation to betray

practically invented the thriller. Above Suspicion blew me away - it grabs

his new best friend... Recent reviews for Joseph Finder: 'Stunning ... I

you and doesn't let go until the last page' KARIN SLAUGHTER 'La Plante

can't remember when I last read a book so gripping and so satisfying'

is building up an interesting body of writing that is underrated… Anna

PETER JAMES. 'Smart, swift and well-informed' SCOTT TUROW. 'Terrific'

proves a resourceful and believable heroine and heralds the launch of a

IAN RANKIN. 'A writer at the top of his game' MARK BILLINGHAM.

major new character' GUARDIAN 'The prime suspect here is an adored

'Fantastic ... Kept me absolutely on the edge of my seat' MARTINA COLE.

actor, poised to hit the big time. Could he really be behind a string of grisly

'Timely, twisty and impossible to put down' KARIN SLAUGHTER. 'A

murders? It's up to Anna Travis, La Plante's gutsy new heroine, to find out'

masterclass in ratcheting up the tension ... A classy, sophisticated thriller'

MAIL ON SUNDAY 'Like Jane Tennison, Anna Travis has to work a world

J.P. DELANEY.

which is still rampantly chauvinistic… it is a novel to read about the

Amor Bajo Sospecha Cathy Williams 2011-09-06 Elizabeth Jones creía

complexity of relationships, as well as for its compelling plot' DAILY

que iba a conocer a su padre, pero el arrogante Andreas Nicolaides tenía

EXPRESS

otros planes para aquella hermosa desconocida que se presentó sin

Suspicion Joseph Finder 2014-06-05 Lie to your daughter. Betray your

previo aviso en su casa. ¿No se trataría de una cazafortunas decidida a

friend. Trust no-one. His nightmare began with a quick handshake and a

hacerse con la herencia de su padrino? Para averiguarlo y no perderla de

friendly smile... Danny Goodman would do anything for his teenage

vista, la haría trabajar para él. Lo que Andreas no había calculado era

daughter Abby. So when his wife dies, and he can no longer afford the

hasta qué punto sus sensuales curvas se convertirían en una constante

school she adores, he borrows money from Thomas Galvin, a well-known

distracción que le haría olvidar su labor de detective por una mucho más

millionaire, and the father of Abby's best friend. But on the day he takes

entretenida: comprobar si Elizabeth era igual de modosa fuera de las
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horas de trabajo...

heart.” —The Romance Dish

The Duke's Suspicion Susanna Craig 2018-12-18 An English war hero

The Sleeping Beauty Killer Mary Higgins Clark 2016-11-15 The third

must unlock the secrets of an Irish beauty’s heart in this “remarkable

thrilling novel in the Under Suspicion series by #1 New York Times

must-read” from the author of The Companion’s Secret (Kathy Altman,

bestselling author and “Queen of Suspense” Mary Higgins Clark and

USA Today). Named for the heather in her native Ireland, botanist Erica

Alafair Burke follows television producer Laurie Moran as she tries to help

Burke dreams of travel—somewhere she won’t be scorned for her scientific

a woman she believes was wrongfully convicted of killing her fiancé.

interests. Instead, a storm strands her with cool and commanding Major

Fifteen years after being convicted of murdering her fiancé—the famed

Tristan Laurens, the Duke of Raynham. An unexpected heir, Tristan is torn

philanthropist Hunter Raleigh III—Casey Carter is determined to clear her

between his duties as an intelligence officer and his responsibilities as a

name. Though she has served her time, she finds that she is still living

duke. A brief return to England to set his affairs in order is extended by

under suspicion. Going on the true crime show Under Suspicion seems to

bad weather and worse news—someone is after the military secrets he

be her only hope to prove her innocence. The show’s producer, Laurie

keeps. Could the culprit be his unconventional Irish guest? He needs to

Moran, also believes in her innocence and wants to help Casey. But with

see her journal to be sure, and he’ll do what he must to get his hands on

Alex Buckley taking a break from the show—cooling his potential romance

it . . . even indulge in a dangerous intimacy with a woman he has no

with Laurie—Under Suspicion introduces a new on-air host in Ryan

business wanting. Erica guards her journal as fiercely as she guards her

Nichols, a hot shot legal whiz with a Harvard Law degree, a Supreme

heart, fearing to reveal a side of herself a man like Tristan could never

Court clerkship, experience as a federal prosecutor. Ryan has no

understand. But though she makes Tristan’s task infernally difficult, falling

problems with steering the show, and even tries to stop Laurie from taking

in love may be all too easy . . . “A new Susanna Craig novel is always

on Casey’s case because he’s so certain she’s guilty. An egomaniacal

cause for excitement with this romance-loving reader. Her historical detail,

new boss, a relentless gossip columnist, and Casey’s longstanding bad

wonderful characters, created with depth and complexity, and the journeys

reputation: Laurie must face this and more to do what she believes is right,

upon which she guides them never fail to engage both my mind and my

to once and for all prove Casey’s innocence—that is, if she’s innocent.
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A History of English Poetry William John Courthope 1895

Monir’s mystery ticks every gothic suspense box. The combination of

Suspicion Alexandra Monir 2014-12-09 "If Alfred Hitchcock had directed

paranormal elements with a star-crossed romance between almost-royals

Downton Abbey, the result would have been this book. Alexandra Monir

should keep readers rapt." —Booklist

takes us on a gripping, nonstop thrill ride with just the right amount of

Danger in a Small Town (Mills & Boon Love Inspired) (Carolina Justice,

supernatural and an ending that you definitely won't suspect. I devoured it

Book 1) Ginny Aiken 2012-08-22 Someone had broken into Tess Graver's

in one sitting." —Jessica Brody, bestselling author of the Unremembered

home and trashed the place.

trilogy "Take The Princess Diaries and add magic, murder and mystery,

The New Success : Marden's Magazine 1921

and you've got SUSPICION." —Amy Plum, author of the of the international

Friday Barnes, Girl Detective R. A. Spratt 2016-01-19 Imagine if Sherlock

bestselling Die For Me series “There’s something hidden in the maze.”

Holmes was an eleven-year-old girl! When Friday Barnes, girl genius,

Seventeen-year-old Imogen Rockford has never forgotten the last words

solves a bank robbery, she uses the reward money to send herself to

her father said to her, before he, her mother, and the gardens of her

Highcrest Academy, the most exclusive boarding school in the

family’s English country manor were consumed by a blazing fire. For

country—and discovers it's a hotbed of crime! Soon she's investigating

seven years, images of her parents’ death have haunted Imogen’s dreams

everything from disappearing homework to the terrifying Yeti haunting the

even as she moved away and attempted to start over. But some

school swamp. But the biggest mystery yet is Ian Wainscott, the

attachments prove impossible to shake—including her love for her

handsomest (and most arrogant) boy in school who inexplicably hates her.

handsome former neighbor Sebastian Stanhope. When a letter arrives that

Will the homework be found? Can they ever track down the Yeti? And why

forces Imogen to return to her family’s estate, she quickly discovers the

is Ian out to ruin her? With black-and-white art throughout, Friday Barnes,

dark secrets that her father warned her about. At their center is Imogen

Girl Detective is the launch of an exciting new mystery series that "will

herself—and Sebastian, the boy she never stopped loving. Combining

keep readers laughing from start to finish." (Publishers Weekly)

spine-tingling mystery, romance, and unforgettable characters, Suspicion is

Under Suspicion Sommer Smith 2020-08-01 With an enemy who’s closer

an action-packed thrill ride. "Intensely dramatic, fast-paced, and twisty,

than they think… following the truth could pull them in too deep. Hired to
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help the navy SEALs train their working dolphins, veterinarian Keilani

Christopher's quest to investigate the suspicious death of a neighborhood

Lucas inadvertently crosses a vicious drug-smuggling ring on her first day.

dog makes for one of the most captivating, unusual, and widely heralded

And when her fellow trainer, Lieutenant Micah Kent, comes to her rescue,

novels in recent years.

she suddenly has an around-the-clock bodyguard. But with a traitor on the

The Cinderella Murder Mary Higgins Clark 2015-08-25 In this collaboration

inside, can Keilani and Micah expose the mole before it’s too late?

between “Queen of Suspense” Mary Higgins Clark and bestselling author

Loves Music, Loves To Dance Mary Higgins Clark 2014-01-31 Erin and

Alafair Burke, “the snappy pace, layered characters, and many plot

Darcy, answering personal ads as research for a TV show, discover a

surprises will keep readers guessing in this fascinating mystery” (Booklist).

whole new New York sub-culture - adulterers, con men, the shy and

Television producer Laurie Moran is delighted when the pilot for her reality

frankly weird, all looking for love. And one man looking for something

drama, Under Suspicion, is a success. Even more, the program—a cold

darker . . . A serial killer who has just got away with murder for fifteen

case series that revisits unsolved crimes by recreating them with those

years, and has promised himself just two more . . .

affected—is off to a fantastic start when it helps solve an infamous murder

The Curious Incident of the Dog in the Night-Time Mark Haddon

in the very first episode. Now Laurie has the ideal case to feature in the

2004-05-18 NATIONAL BESTSELLER • A modern classic—both poignant

next episode of Under Suspicion: the Cinderella Murder. When Susan

and funny—about a boy with autism who sets out to solve the murder of a

Dempsey, a beautiful and multi-talented UCLA student, was found dead,

neighbor's dog and discovers unexpected truths about himself and the

her murder raised numerous questions. Why was her car parked miles

world. “Disorienting and reorienting the reader to devastating effect....

from her body? Had she ever shown up for the acting audition she was

Suspenseful and harrowing.” —The New York Times Book Review

due to attend at the home of an up-and-coming director? Why does

Christopher John Francis Boone knows all the countries of the world and

Susan’s boyfriend want to avoid questions about their relationship? Was

their capitals and every prime number up to 7,057. He relates well to

her disappearance connected to a controversial church? Was she close to

animals but has no understanding of human emotions. He cannot stand to

her computer science professor because of her technological brilliance, or

be touched. And he detests the color yellow. This improbable story of

something more? And why was Susan missing one of her shoes when her
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body was discovered? With the help of Under Suspicion host Alex

Mary Higgins Clark and Alafair Burke returns with this gripping mystery

Buckley, Laurie knows the case will attract great ratings, especially when

following television producer’s Laurie Moran investigation of the unsolved

the former suspects include Hollywood’s elite and tech billionaires. The

Met Gala murder—in which a wealthy widow was pushed to her death from

suspense and drama are perfect for the silver screen—but is Cinderella’s

the famous museum’s rooftop. Laurie Moran’s professional life is a

murderer ready for a close-up? Together Mary Higgins Clark and Alafair

success—her television show Under Suspicion is a hit, both in the ratings

Burke deliver “plenty of intrigue and excitement” (Publishers Weekly) in

and its record of solving cold cases. But her romantic break from former

this exciting start to a new series that will keep you guessing until the final

host Alex Buckley has left her with on-air talent she can’t stand—Ryan

page.

Nichols—and a crippling sense of loneliness. Now Ryan has suggested a

Marriage Under Suspicion Sara Craven 2011-07-15 "Your husband loves

new case. Three years ago, Virginia Wakeling, a member of the Board of

another woman." The note was signed "A Friend," but no friend would ever

Trustees of the Metropolitan Museum of Art and one of the museum’s

do that to another woman. Could it be true? Was Kate Lassiter's marriage

most generous donors, was found dead in the snow, after being thrown

falling apart? She still loved her husband, Ryan, still thrilled at his touch,

from the museum’s roof on the night of the Met Gala. The leading suspect

but how long was it since they'd last made love? On the surface they had

then and now is her much younger boyfriend and personal trainer, Ivan

it all: successful careers, a lovely home and the perfect marriage. But if

Gray. Ivan runs a trendy, successful boutique gym called Punch—a

Ryan had committed the ultimate betrayal, then revenge was no answer.

business funded in no small part by the late Virginia—which happens to be

Kate wanted her husband back and she was prepared to fight to keep him.

the gym Ryan frequents. Laurie’s skepticism about the case is upended by

Because while her marriage was under suspicion there was no way she

a tip from her father’s NYPD connection, and soon Laurie realizes there

could tell Ryan she was expecting his baby!

are a bevy of suspects—including Virginia’s trusted inner circle. As the

As You Like it William Shakespeare 1890

Under Suspicion crew pries into the lives of a super wealthy real estate

Every Breath You Take Mary Higgins Clark 2017-11-07 The New York

family with secrets to hide, danger mounts for several witnesses—and for

Times bestselling Under Suspicion series by the “Queen of Suspense”

Laurie.
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Books Under Suspicion Kathryn Kerby-Fulton 2006 "This weighty and

will interest scholars of late medieval religious history and Middle English

complex book makes use of neglected material in manuscripts and

literary history."--BOOK JACKET.

archives to reconstruct new aspects of the history of religious thought and

Love Under Suspicion Susan Strong 1972-01-01

vernacular writing in Ricardian and early Lancastrian England. As such it

A New Variorum Edition of Shakespeare: As you like it. 1890 William
Shakespeare 1891
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